Replacing a Schumacher Converter
with a PowerMax Deck Mount Charger
The Schumacher converter used in the newer Winnebago products is a
single stage converter producing 13.9 volts continually. Unfortunately,
the charging section of this converter cannot be upgraded, so you
have to disconnect the charging section, and install an independent
converter nearby. You will still use the existing panel with its breakers
and 12 volt fuses.
DISCONNECT THE SHORE POWER AND HOUSE BATTERY
CONNECTIONS BEFORE YOU START.
I started by disconnecting the 120 volt lead from the breaker to the
existing converter. Mine shared the breaker with the refrigerator, but
yours maybe different. It will be marked on the label which breaker
the converter uses.
Since the new converter comes with a three prong plug, I installed an
outlet near my new converter. I used 14-2 with ground and wired it to
the breaker that the old converter was wired to. Follow general wiring
rules and cover all wiring with flexible plastic conduit.

The next step was to tackle the 12 volt side. Remove the two screws
holding the fuse panel to the old converter and pull it out a bit.
Remove the wire on the CONV POS post. You will see a bolt that
protrudes through the fuse panel. Simply remove the nut and the wire
will disconnect from the backside. You will no longer use this wire or
post. On the BACKSIDE of the fuse panel, remove the wire on the BAT
NEG post. You will no longer use this wire, but you WILL use this post
later.
You will now need two new leads to your new converter. Use a
minimum 8 ga wire. Using red wire for the positive connection, attach
one end to BAT POS post on the BACKSIDE of the fuse panel.
Using black wire for the negative connection, attach one end to the
BAT NEG post on the BACKSIDE of the fuse panel.
Remove the two 30 amp green fuses from the bottom of the fuse
panel, as the output from the new converter is fused. You are now
done with the fuse panel and can re-attach it to the old converter. You
will be left with something like this…

Now its time to mount the new converter . Choose a spot that has at
least one inch of clearance on each end for adequate airflow.
You will make three connections on the new converter. Connect the
red wire from the fuse panel to the + post. Connect the black wire to
the – post. Using a piece of 8 ga wire, attach a ground wire to the
grouding lug on the new converter, and then to any metallic surface on
your RV. The photo below shows the bare copper wire I used directly
to the body of the van.

Now its time to see how you did. Plug in the new converter to the
outlet you installed. Turn all breakers back on. Re-attach your house
batteries and then plug in the shore power.

Check the voltage at the fuse panel using the BAT POS and BAT NEG
posts. You should have 13-14 volts.

